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This Information Is Provided By 

CCBBTTrriicckkss..ccoomm  
How to install the Powerband RFX75 

on Cobra 148 (new models) series radios. 
 

Liability of damages to any equipment is the sole responsibility of the user! 
Downloading, viewing, or using any information provided on these pages  

automatically accepts the user to the terms of this agreement! 
Modifications are provided for information purposes only! 

Supporters of CBTricks.com paid for the hosting so you would have this file. 
 
 

CBTricks.com is a non-commercial personal website was created to help promote the exchange of service, 
modification, technically oriented information, and historical information aimed at the Citizens Band, GMRS (CB “A” 
Band), MURS, Amateur Radios and RF Amps. 
 
 
CBTricks.com is not sponsored by or connected to any Retailer, Radio, Antenna Manufacturer or Amp Manufacturer, 
or affiliated with any site links shown in the links database. The use of product or company names on my web site is 
not endorsement of that product or company. 
 
 
The site is supported with donations from users, friends and selling of the Site Supporters DVD’s to cover some of the 
costs of having this website on the Internet instead of relying on banner ads, pop-up ads, commercial links, etc. Thus 
I do not accept advertising banners or pop-up/pop-under advertising or other marketing/sales links or gimmicks on my 
website. 
 
 
All the money from donations is used for CBTricks.com I didn’t do all the work to make money (I have a day job). This 
work was not done for someone else to make money also, for example the eBay CB sellers. 
 
 

All Trademarks, Logos, and Brand Names are the property of their respective owners.  
This information is not provided by, or affiliated in any way with any radio or antenna Manufacturers. 

Thank you for any support you can give. 
 

For information on how to Support CBTricks.com 
http://www.cbtricks.com/support/ 
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RFX75 - Cobra 148 Installation (New Model 148 with 4 Pin Microphone Jack) 
 
This is a preliminary installation sheet. SSB transmit audio is NOT perfect with this installation 

procedure. If you are only concerned with operation on AM, then this installation should be 
acceptable. 

 
1.  Remove D47, TR36 (final transistor), L35, L40, C141, C142, and JW45 from the radio’s 

PCB. 
2.  Change R183 to a 6.8 ohm resistor. R183 is located near the 2SC2314 driver. 
3.  Install a jumper wire at R208. R208 is located near the transmit mixer. 
4.  Drill holes and mount the RFX75 on the back of the radio per RFX75 instructions. 
5.  Solder the Red and Black wires to the back of the DC power jack (observe polarity!). 
6.  Solder the Yellow wire to the hole of D47 that is closest to the front panel of the radio. 
7.  Solder the Orange wire to the hole of L39 that is closest to the front panel of the radio. 
8.  Solder the Blue wire to the hole of R180 that is closest to the front panel of the radio. 
9.  Solder the RF OUT coax center conductor to the right hole of L35 – this is the hole that is 

closest to the external speaker jack. Solder the coax shield to the chassis ground (C141 rear 
hole). 

10. Solder the RF IN coax center conductor to the hole of L40 that is closest to the rear panel of 
the radio. Solder the coax shield to DC ground. 

11. Solder the RX OUT coax center conductor to the hole of JW45 that is closest to the front 
panel of the radio. Solder the coax shield to DC ground. 

12. After double checking all connections re-tune the transmit and receive. Do not set carrier 
higher than 15 watts! 
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